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Hailed as "one of the best writers in the business" by Susan Elizabeth Phillips, multi-award-winning author
Maggie Osborne delivers hilarious and heartrending tales of resilient women full of grit, pride, and dignity
who shine through hard times. Now meet the most irresistible and independent heroine of them all, a woman
called Low Down, who never had anything good happen to her until the day she asked for the one thing that
only a man could give her. . . .

As scruffy and rootless as the other prospectors searching for gold in the Rockies, Low Down wanted
nothing in return for nursing a raggedy bunch through the pox. But when pressed to reveal her heart's wish,
she admits, "I want a baby." Not a husband, not a forced marriage to the proud man who drew the scratched
marble and became honor bound to marry her. To be sure, Max McCord was easy on the eyes, but he loved
another woman and dreamed of a different life. Yet they agreed to a temporary marriage that could end only
in disaster. But can this strange twist of fate lead to the silver lining that both have been searching for?
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From reader reviews:

Kathie Richmond:

Reading a book for being new life style in this 12 months; every people loves to read a book. When you
study a book you can get a great deal of benefit. When you read publications, you can improve your
knowledge, because book has a lot of information onto it. The information that you will get depend on what
sorts of book that you have read. If you would like get information about your analysis, you can read
education books, but if you want to entertain yourself look for a fiction books, such us novel, comics, and
soon. The Silver Lining will give you new experience in studying a book.

Bobby McCabe:

It is possible to spend your free time to read this book this e-book. This Silver Lining is simple to deliver you
can read it in the park, in the beach, train and also soon. If you did not get much space to bring the printed
book, you can buy the particular e-book. It is make you much easier to read it. You can save the particular
book in your smart phone. Thus there are a lot of benefits that you will get when you buy this book.

Na Urquhart:

Beside that Silver Lining in your phone, it may give you a way to get closer to the new knowledge or data.
The information and the knowledge you can got here is fresh from the oven so don't end up being worry if
you feel like an old people live in narrow small town. It is good thing to have Silver Lining because this
book offers for your requirements readable information. Do you sometimes have book but you do not get
what it's facts concerning. Oh come on, that will not happen if you have this in the hand. The Enjoyable
option here cannot be questionable, similar to treasuring beautiful island. Use you still want to miss the item?
Find this book and also read it from at this point!

Abigail Shelton:

Don't be worry when you are afraid that this book will certainly filled the space in your house, you may have
it in e-book approach, more simple and reachable. This Silver Lining can give you a lot of good friends
because by you looking at this one book you have thing that they don't and make a person more like an
interesting person. This particular book can be one of a step for you to get success. This publication offer you
information that might be your friend doesn't know, by knowing more than some other make you to be great
individuals. So , why hesitate? Let me have Silver Lining.
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